If 5 is a semigroup, Es will denote the collection of idempotents of 5. A bisimple semigroup S is called J-bisimple if and only if Es = {ei-iÇzI, the integers} with e^e^ if and only if i^j. We announce the determination of the structure of J-bisimple semigroups mod groups and a determination of several of their properties. We also give a certain generalization of the bicyclic semigroup and indicate an application of this result. We use the notation and terminology of REMARK. An I-bisimple semigroup S has no identity and hence its structure may not be obtained by specializing the Clifford structure theorem [l]. 5 is a union of a chain of bisimple (inverse) semigroups Si (i£/) with identity such that Es^ {e<: i£I°, the nonnegative integers} with e^ej if and only if i^j. 
If 5 is a semigroup, Es will denote the collection of idempotents of 5. A bisimple semigroup S is called J-bisimple if and only if Es = {ei-iÇzI, the integers} with e^e^ if and only if i^j. We announce the determination of the structure of J-bisimple semigroups mod groups and a determination of several of their properties. We also give a certain generalization of the bicyclic semigroup and indicate an application of this result. We use the notation and terminology of [2] , THEOREM REMARK. An I-bisimple semigroup S has no identity and hence its structure may not be obtained by specializing the Clifford structure theorem [l]. 5 is a union of a chain of bisimple (inverse) semigroups Si (i£/) with identity such that Es^ {e<: i£I°, the nonnegative integers} with e^ej if and only if i^j. 2 The structure of these semigroups was given mod groups by Reilly [6] If 5 is an J-bisimple semigroup with structure group G and structure endomorphism a, we will write 5= (G, a).
S is an I-bisimple semigroup if and only if S=GXIXI under the multiplication (X)
Let N denote the natural numbers. To determine the (ideal) extensions of 5=(G, a) by an arbitrary semigroup T, one utilizes the translational hull 5 of S [2, p. 140]. THEOREM (j3, a)(g, i, j) = ((i-a)l3-g f i-a> j) and (£, *, j)0, a) = (g(j/3), i, j+<z)(SrW= •). Warne [8] , [ll] discussed the structure of bisimple inverse semigroups with identity on which 3C is a congruence. This is the case for all semigroups given here. However, let F be the positive part of any ordered field and let P = (P\o) X F under the multiplication (a, b)(c y d) = (ac, bc+d). If we substitute P in the Clifford construction [l], we obtain a bisimple inverse semigroup with identity on which 3C is not a congruence.
-a)(h, d-c) = (gO c hO b , (b+d) -(a+c)). The homomorphism of S onto H is given by (g, i+a, i+b)0 = (g, b-a) where

Let S=(G, a) and M = (J, G) be the full group of mappings of I into G (pointwise multiplication). H= {j3£ilf(I, G)/(i+l)/? = (if3)afor all iÇzl} is a subgroup of M(I, G). Let pi (iGI) be the inner right translation of (I, +) determined by i. Thus, W-HXI under the multiplication (j8, i)(y, j) = (j8 o p/y, i+j) where o is the operation in H and juxtaposition denotes iteration of mappings is a group. Then "S -WyJS with multiplication
The results given here will appear in [11] [12] [13] [14] . Added in proof. In [17] , we give examples of bisimple inverse semigroups without identity on which 5C is not a congruence and the lexicographic case (with and without identity) is developed fully in [16] and [17] .
